
L'interval 

Second session afternoon 

Clip from - La file a la valise - Girl With A Suitcase - Zurlini. 

Scene on the stairs

Two scenes one happy one sad. 

A happy scene on a reduced interval. 

First of all the happy scene. 

The camera as she descends the stairs follows her gaze on to him. 

The scene with the bit from Aida.

The music helps with that scene very well.

Now the sad scene. 

The girl dances with an older man. He sits below looking on.  At a distance.  

The two sets of dancers dancing in the same space to different tunes. 

We see the barrier between them. It delineates the space. 

The scene is entirely based on the interval 

The interval between camera and subject.  The distance can create an emotional response. 

This is in another register than which we've looked at so far. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbkmHvlf5KY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=PbkmHvlf5KY#t=2586
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=PbkmHvlf5KY#t=3668


Clip from - Nouvelle Vague - Goddard 

As the camera pulls back from the characters it creates emotion. 

The movement of the camera and the distance creates it. 

A clip from the Crucified Lovers. 

A double suicide scene. 

The boat sails away as she says that she wants to live. 

It's rather interesting.   But not terribly. 

Sudden distancing.  

Clip from - Summer with Monika - Bergman. 

Abrupt distancing gives it something quite different. 

Suddenly we see from up above the then it cuts back to a two shot of them larking around.  

“Le regarde du diable".  I guess a gaze of desire of naughtiness.   The devil’s perspective.

This topic relates very well to the other topics. Emotion. Very clearly. 

Clip from - A brief history of Love by Kieslowski. 

This is a sequence based on different types of interval. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=XrQiZyR3kWM#t=3615


A boy watches a woman out of his window through binoculars as she comes home in to her flat.

Glass between them and reflections. 

When they finally meet there's an elastic space between them as she walks away from him out of 

shot and then comes back to him in shot. Elasticity. 

The use of space makes it interesting. If it hadn't been based on the interval between the 

characters it wouldn't have been so dramatically interesting. 

Clip from - The Tiger of Eschnapur.   The gap between the dancers and the camera.

The use of sound is good as we don't know where the character is in relate to the dancers and 

musicians. He looks down on her from above. 

The relation between creator and their creation. 

The gap. 

Clip from - Partie de Campagne. 

We see the length of the walk of the character. 

The same journey filmed two ways once up close once from afar. 

The characters and their difference in each scene. The camera going to search her out. 

Another clip from - Summer with Monika 

The elastic relation between subject and camera. Closer and then further apart. 

Like cat and mouse. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDQx-yj17_k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=BMNxfoltCTM#t=2179


There's a game to be played with this. 

It in itself is a game. 

Third Clip from - Summer With Monika 

The game of becoming a point.  A point of the horizon. 

The boat getting further and further away. 

Kirostami - he's very fond of the figures becoming points on the horizon. 

Clip from - Through the Olive Trees. - Abbas Kiarostami 

Often threw something in between the subject and the camera. 

When there's something in the way in this shot it represents bad communication. 

Or poor communications of ideas. 

The shouting of the character covers the interval. But she doesn't hear nor respond. 

The last shot of the movie where he goes after her in his white shirt far far way. 

That which is in-between.   The final point. 

Clip from - Journey to Italy - Rossellini 

Batteries, all the bodies in between. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=BMNxfoltCTM#t=2896
http://www.apple.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=-x8toG5fYsg#t=5484


The subjects thwarted by bumping in to a ritual procession. 

She is separated by the crowd from him. 

The last scene of the film where they are separated by the crowd. 

Vertigo also has some great examples of this. 

Clip from - Three Times

To mark the interval how to mark it. 

Clip from -  The Awful Truth 

To be divorced at midnight. 

An ex who comes to see his dog while she is with her new man. 

He sings the dog a song at the piano. 

The object in between becomes increasingly interest. 

 The film to watch that is at the core of this this year is Pocket Money by Truffaut. 

It is constructed around intervals between several figures.  One character enters another leaves 

and other configurations. 

The last Metro also has great examples.  As has rear window. 

Contradictions are also possible within this. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=oSMqXb7IAIU#t=4751
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_g6qgcFQQWo&list=PLIsXkcf1dA97pETo_99UCnb5OMP6QWHLl&index=1


Vertov's interval theory is different. Eisenstein's too.

He's not spoken of that as it is not his area. 

The idea of reality as an interval between the fiction of the film and the spectator. 

Imaginary space. 

Listen to this again on the card as it's quite difficult to understand. 

The Bread and the Street, a short by Kiarostami, is also worth looking at with regards to this. 

The naming of things as in a aller - retourn way.

Vertical and horizontal intervals. 

The play with the cat and the dangerous fall. 

Separation.   As the issue of jeopardy. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h7RvD9yrHYQ

